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This tablet can go
there...

Genetec AutoVu: The Benefits Go Way
Beyond Electronic Chalking
It’s time to have an important discussion. It's the one about
manual chalking and why, when a highly-superior method of
parking enforcement exists, many officers are still reaching out
of their vehicles or walking from vehicle to vehicle to mark
parked cars’ tires with a long chalk stick?
The rudimentary practice of manual chalking is:
ineffective in wet weather,
documented to cause physical injury due to repeated
strain, and
the only information it provides is if a car has moved
since originally parked.
There is a better way. And, the way is so completely
efficient it can pay for itself through the location of plates with
multiple unpaid moving violations. And, that's not all. This
premier system from the leader in Automatic License Plate
Recognition (ALPR) technology has assisted law enforcement
with the development of leads and even helped to solve
cases. Read on...

From the industry leader in
reliability comes the
Panasonic Toughpad® FZQ2 12.5-inch 2-in-1
Windows® 10 PC. Built
with the rugged durability
consumers have come to
expect from Toughbook,
this PC is designed for
users who need more from
their computer than what a
typical consumer device
can provide.
It's enhanced with features
like:
superior battery life
additional ports
full HD display with
an anti-reflective
touchscreen, and
spill-resistant
keyboard to
maximize usability

It's our Silver Anniversary!
PCS Mobile is proud to announce that
we’ve hit our 25th year of providing the
best in rugged mobile tech products and
services to municipalities, public safety,
and other public and private
organizations with field service
operations across the U.S. In celebration of this exciting
achievement, we will be offering special deals throughout the
year. Watch your inbox to catch these outstanding offers. To
our customers, THANK YOU for your patronage! We wouldn’t
be here without you.

NEED ASSISTANCE?
-Help desk hours: 8 am to 5 pm MST
M-F
-Inquiries submitted during closure
will be answered the following
business day.

Please welcome our
new Area Sales
Manager…
John France comes to us
from Panasonic where he
was a member of the
healthcare mobility
team. As a PCS Mobile
ASM, he'll be responsible
for developing and
maintaining the sales of
our entire suite of
solutions in Texas,
Oklahoma and the
Midwest. John and his
wife, Fran, reside in the
St. Louis, Missouri area.

-Closed most holidays.
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